BAJA Car frame analysis
Firstly, special thanks to Michigan BAJA Racing team for sharing this model
https://www.michiganbajaracing.com/
This exercise will focus on setting up a BAJA car frame model for analysis in SimSolid and post
processing as well. Following topics will be discussed in detail in this page:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Geometry
Connections
Material
Structural linear analysis solver
Constraints and spots
Torsion load
Bending load
Shear load
Design Study

1. Geometry
First, import the model file in SimSolid.

2. Connections
Keep the default automatic connections with default gap and penetration values. It is very
important to keep the connection resolution level high and make sure that there are no
disconnections.
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3. Material
Aluminium is the material used for the whole model whose properties are shown below:
Elasticity modulus: 73 GPa
Poisson’s ratio: 0.33

4. Solver
Next, the solver chosen is Structural Linear. In the contact conditions, make sure all the
connections are bonded.
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5. Constraints and Spots
Immovable support (completely constrained) is given at the rear end of the model as shown
in the figure below:

Next, spots are created as shown in the figures below where remote loads are applied later.
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Need to make sure that the spots on either side of the model are symmetric and there should
be 4 spots on each side.
Default solution settings are selected with maximum number of adaptive solutions set as 3.
The model is investigated under 3 different loads.
a. Torsional load
b. Bending load
c. Shear load

6. Torsional load
Remote loads on either side of the model are applied on the spots which were created earlier.
2000N remote load should be applied in positive Y direction on one side and negative Y
direction on other side of the model. Remote loads should be at some distance from the
model as shown in the images below and make sure that they are symmetric on either side of
the model.

Coordinates of two Remote loads:
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Von mises stress results for the given torsional load is as shown in the images below:

Displacement plot for the given torsional load is shown below:

7. Bending load
In order to apply bending load on the same model, one can first copy the earlier structural
analysis case as all the parameters except the loading are same. One has to change only the
loading.
Remote loads on either side of the model are applied on the spots which were created earlier.
1000N remote loads should be applied in positive Y direction on both sides of the model.
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Remote loads should be at some distance from the model as shown in the images below and
make sure that they are symmetric on either side of the model. Coordinates of remote loads
are same as given in the torsional load case.

Von mises stress results for the given bending load is as shown in the images below:
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Displacement plot for the given bending load is shown below:

8. Shear load
In order to apply shear load on the same model, one can first copy the earlier structural
analysis case as all the parameters except the loading are same. One has to change only the
loading.
Remote loads on either side of the model are applied on the spots which were created earlier.
500N remote loads should be applied in positive X direction on both sides of the model.
Remote loads should be at some distance from the model as shown in the images below and
make sure that they are symmetric on either side of the model. Coordinates of remote loads
are same as given in the torsional load case.
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Von mises stress results for the given shear load is as shown in the images below:

Displacement plot for the given shear load is shown below:
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9. Design Study
Here, we will change the design of the car frame and compare results without doing much rework. We can either import a modified Geometry file directly or import the same Geometry
file and modify the design in SimSolid itself by removing some parts which may not be
important to keep. I am going to demonstrate the latter case here.
Notice that the new geometry file after importing goes automatically in a new design study.
Not only it creates new design study, it also replicates earlier material, connections, spots,
analyses and boundary conditions automatically. So, apart from running the analyses and
giving results, SimSolid does other work by itself.
Images below show the imported geometry file in a new design study (Design study 2). It also
shows how we can modify the design by deleting some parts which are not required.

While deleting the parts, make sure you click on ‘selected parts’ and not on ‘selected parts in
all design studies’. Because, we only want the modifications to be done in new design study
and not in the earlier one.
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Now click on 2nd Design study and run all the analyses in it by clicking on Run button. This will
run torsion, bending and shear analyses inside this new design study with material,
connections, spots, constraints and loads same as previous design study.

After the analyses run is completed, check the results as done in the previous design study.
Compare von-mises stresses and displacements obtained in all the analyses in this design
study with the previous one.
You can create a new design study and compare the results of all the design studies.
As an example of the results in the new design study with modified geometry, images below
show the von-mises stress and displacement for bending load.
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Notice the change in results compared to earlier design study.
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